Winter 2006
Geography Celebration
Faculty members Helen Hazen and Laura Smith (below) are ready to celebrate the holiday season with Macalester Geography students, faculty & staff.
Preparations are underway to make sure everyone has a good time!
Amy Hutchinson ’08 and Evan Mitchell ’08
Nick Kahn ’09 and Claire Reuing ’09
Professor Bill Moseley, Julia Earl and their Daughter Sophie
David Arbit ’07
December graduate, Joel Larson ’06 smiles for the camera with Virginia Hungate-Hawk ‘07
Distinguished Visiting Professor,
George Latimer

Matt Klaber ‘07
Professor Bill Moseley
Julia Earl
Carson Gorecki ‘09
Lanegran and Kramer Gillin
Namara Brede ’10 and Gautam Mani ‘10
Professor Bill Moseley has his turn at the microphone.

Erin Gullikson ’07, Natalie Robles ’07 and Kaela Schramm ’07

Molly Bowen ’07, Lise Trudeau, Professor Holly Barcus and GTU Pres & Co-Vice Pres, Krammer Gillin ‘07, Molly Bowen, and Sophia Giebultowicz (December ’06 grad).